EUROPEAN ICE-BLOKART CHAMPIONSHIP 2009
NEWSLETTER No. 1
Because of the too thick snow on the lake Rėkyva European Ice-Blokart Championship
2009 is transfered to Nida, Curonian lagoon which has ice thickness of 24 cm. In the case
of heavy snow which is not anticipated by nowaday forecasts or other reasons wich can
make Curonian lagoon ice unsailable we will use the possibilities to move east to find
sailable ice. In that case pilots will be given a notice at latest till Thursday 13:00 pm (UTC).
Accomodation: our sponsor-hotel „Jūratė“ in Nida offers double room for the exclusive
price to the participants of the event: 99 Lt (29 Eur)/night (w/o breakfast).
More various options on accomodation in private appartaments is to be found at:
www.kopos.lt
Please send us the notice about the need of accomodation in Hotel „Jūratė“ at info@irklakojis.lt .
Racing: if the conditions allow long track race format (2 or 3 laps) will be used. Race track
and other information will be announced at the pilot briefing which will take place Saturday
10.30 in Nida yachtclub.
Registration: registration will take take place on Friday and Saturday till 10.30 o‘clock at
Nida yachtclub.
Saturday evening Blokart party: 20.00 o‘clock in restaurant „Seklyčia“. Blokart party fee
is 50 Lt (15 Eur) which includes dinner, drink and SPA center with saunas and pool.
Blokart party fee is not included in registration fee.
Outfit: it is recommended to have skiing goggles for the eyes protection, wind- and
rainproof clothes. Helmets will be provided. Tape-measure is advisable.
Meeting points:

Ice-Blokart tuning tip:

A tape-measure is a handful tool to quick-check the paralelity of the rear ice blades and to
finetune them with toe-in adjusters if needed. Ice-Blokart with wrong paralelity is slower
and produces more noise while sailing and it‘s ice blade tracks on the ice are not a „fine
line„.
The main rule: A=B, +- 1 mm.
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LET THE WIND BLOW AND THE ICE SHINE!
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